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A world that is frightened of other peoples opinions, is a world of child level thinking and 

Fascism. The truth will prevail jackasses, no matter how much you ban, blocked, sway or 

deviate from it. It will never go away, put your adult pants on and join the Truth club, 

that is why we are called Truth, Honor & Integrity. Can you handle it? As the rhetoric 

war heats up by the rival factions surrounding the Ukraine event, as an observer of peace 

and human rights it is obviously alarming of how quickly the media send their spin. The 

Western media which is 5 Eyes clowns write whatever they want, and truth is a by word 

for the events or incidents ongoing. All scripted, all child like, Russia bad, Putin bad, let's 

have sanctions, lets ban Russian tv or newspapers, because we don't want people to hear 

both sides, only their child level opinions or actions. Sporting events inside the first day 

had six references of flags, banners and news items supporting Ukraine, like someone 

sycophantic cheerleading group, and yet how many of them have bothered to research the 

facts, the answer is none. These were the same sporting people pushing us all to get 

jabbed remember, until loads of them started dropping like flies from heart attacks. But 

then they say let's talk! but if you will not let them broadcast their statements, why would 

you wish to talk? Did you know that 15K people have been killed in Donbass and 

Lugansk by "Ukrainian" forces since 2014? Of course not, the lying media will not tell 

you that. So, Russia stating they are going in to save the people of Donbass and Lugansk 

is correct, those regions want their independence away from the NATO, Israeli and West 

interference and the death cult. The fact of the matter is, talk has gone on since 1991, and 

Russia has by and large kept their side of the agreement, the West hasn't. Personally, I 

object them using the term West, because the clowns who are running this have no 

interest in north, south, east or west. It is all a theater, theater of operations they call it, 

like it is some surgical procedure, but like the medical version, people die. The Military 

juntas and their Agency clowns are responsible for all the issues on this planet, due to 

willful ignorance, collecting lots of shekels, obtaining resource based contracts and an 

inability to think in an adult way. These clowns can't even look after their own countries, 

yet can readily interfere in other countries where they are not welcome. If people don't 

believe this is the 5 Eyes group, look at the recent incidents in those countries. Australia, 

New Zealand, Canada, UK and America their people have endured Zionist Fascism in 

their countries for the past 12-18 months, and what did their Militaries do to stop it? They 

all did absolutely nothing, and yet we are paying for their treason against we the people. 

Israel and Mossad, what have Mossad and their Military elements done to stop Fascism 

in their own country? again nothing. Fascism is linked with being anti Jewish according 

to the official narrative, and yet it has unfolded in Israel, and people say nothing because 

they don't wish to be called Anti Semitic. So, because some people are frightened of 

being called names, people suffer, people die, how pathetic is that? call yourself an adult? 

People can label me how they wish, but none of them will label me anti people, because 

it is the people that matter on this planet. I have deep empathy for the people of Ukraine, 
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but they have to turn off the tv and radio and stop listening to pre-prepared 5 Eyes scripts 

and your Jewish President, because they are the problem here. They never stuck to the 

2+4 agreement of 1991, pushed closer and closer to Russian borders, took over whole 

countries and installed more weaponry of death and destruction, and the world said 

nothing. I am no apologist for the entity known as Putin, Mr. former Pindar, as he has not 

done enough for his people either, but the so called West lied, cheated and reneged on a 

deal from 1991, and yet all we hear is let's talk, they did and the West broke it. But as 

always it is the people that suffer, whether Russian, Ukrainian, American, Canadian or 

Australian, that is the focus. The version of events presented to us, have always been lies 

where we the people are concerned. Whilst Governments, Militaries, Banks, Agency's, 

Rothschild's and the Black Sun all playing amusing games with us to satiate their desire 

for evil, greed and darkness, we the people suffer. American's if you wish to blame 

anyone for Ukraine, blame the Israeli junta, Wolfowitz and Scooter, blame the Biden's 

are their dodgy business dealing raping the Ukraine people and country of their wealth, 

blame the CIA and their private contractors connected with NATO for their dodgy 

business dealings and war machine machinations. Because that is where the blame totally 

lies. THI wishes to go on record and offer full sympathies for all the people of Ukraine, 

Crimea and Russia. But where was the public outcry for the Palestinians? the Syrians? 

the Lebanonese, the Yemen people? oh I forget your BBC, CNN and Governments never 

told you to have sympathy for them did they? Now why is that? Yet again we the people 

are caught in the crossfire of the psychopaths, bankers, agency clowns and Militaries, and 

dare I say after Tuesday's show, off world interference. With their unsane, evil and greed 

based pathocracy. The people of Ukraine, Crimea and Russia, please don't hate on each 

other, embrace each other and stop giving the psychopaths what they want. Organize 

together, embrace each other and tell these idiots you will not be messed with as a 

collective. 

 

NEWS: Facebook clowns now pushing for war. Meta VP for Global Affairs Nick Clegg 

said on Friday that his company wants Russians to use Facebook, Instagram, Messenger, 

and WhatsApp to make their voices heard as they organize for action. Action what for? 

Earlier, regulators in Moscow restricted access to Facebook over the company’s 

censorship of Russian media outlets. According to Clegg, Russian authorities on 

Thursday ordered Meta to stop the independent fact-checking and labelling of content 

posted on Facebook by four Russian news outlets, and restricted access to Meta’s apps 

when the company refused. Regulator Roskomnadzor, however, accused the tech giant of 

having censored the Russian media some 23 times since October 2020, in violation of 

Russian law. When Facebook refused to lift labeling and search restrictions on the four 

outlets, the Zvezda TV channel, RIA Novosti news agency, Lenta.ru, and Gazeta.ru, 

Roskomnadzor took action to slow traffic to Facebook. Facebook the war pushers now, 

as well as death jabs. What a weak and pathetic bot level company they are, that are 

frightened of hearing different opinions.  
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Rebels in France have declared war on the infrastructure of the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution. An ever-expanding resistance movement has been sabotaging the widely-

hated 5G network. A three-part report on the Reporterre website: Relay antennae are 

being torched, fibre-optic cables cut, pylons unbolted. During the night, people burn 

construction machinery, attack masts with disc cutters or destroy electrical equipment 

with sledgehammers. Vehicles belonging to telecommunications businesses have also 

been set on fire, in at least 140 attacks since the start of the Covid repression, with the 

cost to the industry running into tens of millions of Euros. The report says: This is a 

movement which is advancing underground, out of the spotlight, a deep revolt spreading 

across France. Whilst I will never support violence or damage to people or property, I am 

afraid this type of underground movement was coming. The people have had enough of 

their lies, tyranny and Fascist transhumanist agendas, and decided to fight back. The real 

issue is the authorities, media, social media and science all lying to us about what are the 

real purposes behind these technologies. 

 

A lawsuit filed against Democrat Secretary of State Jocelyn Benson asserts she, illegally 

accepted private money for the 2020 presidential election to swing the election for 

President Joe Biden. The Chicago-based Thomas More Society filed the lawsuit in the 

Michigan Court of Claims, alleging Benson violated election law by spending private 

election funding on partisan purposes that denied Michigan voters' constitutional equal 

access voting rights. The Center Square previously reported Facebook CEO Mark 

Zuckerberg and his wife Priscilla Chan, contributed $400 million nationwide into the 

2020 election through their Chicago-based nonprofit, the Center for Technology and 

Civic Life. The 166-page filing claims that nearly half of CTCL's funds flowed to 

Democrat-dominated areas where Biden won. For example, the lawsuit says CTCL made 

19 payments exceeding $100,000 all to jurisdictions that Biden carried in 2020. The 

lawsuit cites an America Public Media report finding some cities spent little of the money 

on personal protective equipment (PPE). The Michigan Legislature aimed to ban private 

funding of public elections via Senate Bill 303, which Gov. Gretchen Whitmer vetoed in 

2021. Thomas More Society Special Counsel Thor Hearne said that, Benson spent CTCL 

money to boost Democrat-dominated areas in the 2020 election via increased mail-in 

voting and ballot harvesting. Good on them, now go after the Soros Foundations of this 

world, AIPAC and other Jewish Lobbyists, because until they are removed the chances of 

ever having a fair election are zero. 

 

Finally some light at the end of the punch and Judy show of theater, called politics, which 

means a duo of parasites. A new survey verifies that most Americans are not happy with 

the false choice between two political parties. The new poll from NBC News found that 

the Democrats and Republicans are about, as popular as the horseback hemorrhoid clinic 

located near where I live. According to the poll, 44 percent of participants said they 
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viewed the Republican Party negatively, 34 percent that they viewed it positively and 21 

percent said they were neutral. The Democratic Party's ratings in the poll were fairly 

similar, with 48 percent saying they viewed the party negatively, 33 percent saying they 

viewed it positively and 18 percent saying they were neutral. Plus, I imagine those 

positive numbers are actually higher than they should be, because anyone willing to take 

an NBC News phone poll is already not the sharpest tool in the insane asylum. 

 

Whilst many commodities are sliding heavily downwards on the markets, there is one 

that is clearly not sliding. Based on the news of war up goes the oil price, so much for 

climate change. Prices hit $96 a barrel on Wednesday, the highest in eight years since 

Russia occupied the Crimea. This marks a massive percent increase since the start of the 

year. On January 23, 2021 Crude Oil was at $52.20, as of February 23, 2022 Crude Oil 

was at $91.66. This increase in price is crucial as the US is a net importer of crude oil, 

leaving its people at the whim of price fluctuations. It will come as no surprise that the 

rising price of oil will put further strain on US inflation, something people can ill afford 

considering its rise in the last year. The US Energy Information Administration has 

published data for the amount of oil that the US imports. In the month of November 

2021, which is the last data set available, the US imported 254,162,000 barrels of oil. It 

consumes a stunning 17.2 million barrels per day, much more than the just over 3 million 

of Russia. The vast majority is from Canada, 136,090,000, making up over 50 percent of 

all imports. From Russia, 17,855,000 barrels were imported, with November's imports 

being the lowest value of the year, but still 7 percent of all imports. Which questions two 

things, if Russia are the enemy why are we importing oil from them? With lower imports 

in November, was that a start of the pull back before launching their war rhetoric? With 

sanctions looming, there is a large likelihood that these barrels will stop arriving in the 

US. That is a good thing as we have enough of our own oil without needing to import a 

single barrel. Another thing the Trustee said she had addressed, like the UN, the Fed, the 

Rothschild's, the Black Sun and all the top bankers, all are not addressed as she has 

claimed since May 2020. 

 

In Joe Biden's America, attempting to cancel Joe Rogan is just counter-terror policy. 

Rogan is the new Alex Jones in my opinion, he may awaken people so far, but don't think 

it is not cointel pro and or staged managed. This is because our ruling class in the name 

of defending democracy, it is not democracy but pathocracy. It classifies those who 

question the regime on any matter of consequence as a threat to the homeland, and 

pledges to pursue them accordingly. Our ruling elites have engaged in an overt war on 

wrongthink, masquerading as a domestic counter-terror mission since at least January 6, 

2021. It goes back much further than that. As part of this effort, the Department of 

Homeland Security (DHS) recently issued a speech-chilling National Terrorism Advisory 

System Bulletin. It claims the United States is in: a heightened threat environment fueled 

by several factors, including an online environment filled with false or misleading 
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narratives and conspiracy theories, and other forms of mis, dis, and mal-information. Yes 

all of which is done by social media platforms, MSM and clown based Alt Media. 

Among the greatest contributors to the current threat environment, according to the 

bulletin, is the widespread online proliferation of false or misleading narratives regarding 

COVD-19. Haha they are worried their scheme and narrative is falling apart. Biden's 

White House says its critics are dangerous not to the public, but to its rule, as if that rule 

is equivalent to America or democracy itself, as Dr. Anthony Fauci is to science. Rule? 

you are there to look after the country and it's people, not rule. Rule c. 1200, to control, 

guide, direct, make conform to a pattern, control and conform to a pattern? No, you are 

there to look after the people and the country. As the DHS bulletin notes, the first key 

driver of the heightened threat environment is the proliferation of false or misleading 

narratives, which sow discord or undermine public trust in U.S. government institutions. 

Never mind what those government institutions themselves have done to sow discord or 

undermine public trust, like them calling for Twitter and Facebook to censor people. This 

threat bulletin, like its no less disturbing predecessors, flows naturally from the Biden 

administration's first-of-its-kind National Strategy for Countering Domestic Terrorism. 

That strategy calls for confronting long-term contributors to domestic terrorism, 

including: enhancing faith in government and addressing the extreme polarization, fueled 

by a crisis of disinformation and misinformation. Enhancing faith in the Government in 

their world means Fascism. We will work toward finding ways to counter the influence, 

and impact of dangerous conspiracy theories that can provide a gateway to terrorist 

violence. The gateway rhetoric again, no the act of questioning everything is the gateway 

to understanding what is going on. The very fact they wish to control the narrative means, 

they are up to no good. The ruling class does not fear misinformation and disinformation, 

it fears truth. Particularly the truth about its own rot, corruption and incompetence, which 

calls into question its authority. 

 

Clowns in Panic and other warnings now appearing as I suspected. Midwestern fast-food 

chain White Castle is outsourcing some of its jobs to robots. The hamburger chain 

announced plans this week to install Miso Robotics' Flippy 2 in 100 locations. The Ohio-

based chain has been experimenting with the robotic fry cook since September 2020, 

when the original Flippy was installed in a Chicago area restaurant. After upgrading to 

Flippy 2 at the original test location in November 2021, White Castle decided to roll out a 

larger version of the program. By taking over the work of an entire fry station, Flippy 2 

alleviates the pain points that come with back-of-house roles at quick-service restaurants. 

To create a working environment for its human coworkers that maximizes the efficiency 

of the kitchen, Miso Robotics said in a statement. The improved workflow allows for the 

redeployment of team members to focus on, creating memorable moments for customers. 

What like standing outside with stupid costumes to lure people in, humiliating them? 

Miso Robotics said the rollout of the machines, is being phased by region and is still in 

the planning stages. The robotics program will take place in nearly one-third of the 
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company's locations, as there are about 350 brick-and-mortar White Castle restaurants 

across the Midwest, Southwest and the New York area. Next stop robotic servers, next 

stop people complaining where are the jobs? next stop war against the machines. 

 

Another clowns in panic warning rears it's head. On Tuesday, New Jersey Democrat 

Congressman Josh Gottheimer unveiled an early draft of his proposed legislation, to 

place definitions around stablecoins which some crypto-currency critics believe, are 

susceptible to manipulation and collapse. In a discussion draft of the legislation released 

on Monday, Gottheimer’s office aims to designate certain digital currencies, that can be 

redeemed on a one-for-one basis for US dollars as qualified stablecoins. These qualified 

stablecoins could either be issued by a federally-backed bank, or a non-bank that agrees 

to maintain at least 100 percent reserve assets consisting of US dollars, US debt, or any 

other assets deemed appropriate cash collateral by the Office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency. The congressman said his office has been very engaged with both the Treasury 

and the Blockchain Association. Many stablecoin issuers back up the value of the digital 

token with a pool of dollars, but it isn’t always clear whether they can guarantee 100 

percent of redemption requests for traditional currencies. Because of this, some 

policymakers worry that a stablecoin run, could result in bankruptcy for the issuer and 

begin a domino of insolvency. The Biden administration’s Working Group on Financial 

Markets recommended restricting the issuance of stablecoins only to banks insured by the 

FDIC. However, those in the industry balked at the recommendation, arguing that some 

of the world’s most popular stablecoins are issued by firms that are not banks. Fake 

money being pushed again, Gottheimer born in New Jersey, born to Jewish parents.  

 

Our provincial Canadian government is stopping the need for us to buy license plate 

stickers, so they will refund our money for the last two years. Why would they do that? 

so they can have unmarked vehicles? or is it UN marked vehicles? 

 

MEDICAL RELATED NEWS: The Food and Drug Administration has delayed its 

review of Pfizer’s COVID vaccine for use on children under five, because testing shows 

the two-dose vaccine is not working well in protecting against the Omicron variant. The 

FDA was expected to approve the vaccine for younger children last week. It should be 

noted that this is only a delay. The Food and Drug Administration is not scrapping the 

plan to make the COVID vaccine available to children under five. Instead, the FDA is 

requesting additional data from Pfizer before proceeding. In December, Pfizer released an 

announcement indicating that trials of its vaccine in children ages two to five did not 

produce the level of protection expected. Neither does the ages 6 to 100 vaccines either. 

Pfizer stated that the trials would be amended to include a third dose of the vaccine, given 

at least two months after the second dose to provide high levels of protection for children 

in this age group. Any delay is good, but this needs to be stopped altogether, they are 

attacking the Indigos. 
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FOIA revealing: Does the CDC 2019 Novel Corona virus real time RT-PCR Diagnostic 

panel detect both SARS COV 2 and influenza? Answer no, the CDC 2019 Novel Corona 

virus real time RT-PCR Diagnostic panel, was specifically designed to only detect SARS 

COV 2 viral genetic viral. It does not detect influenza or differentiate between influenza 

and SARS COV 2. The presence of influenza viral genetic material within a specimen 

will not cause a false positive result. And there goes the magic missing flu diagnosis. 

 

The Hill reports that a coalition of health and technology organizations are working to 

develop a new digital COVID-19 vaccination passport, that could be checked by 

businesses, airlines, and countries to confirm if an individual has received the vaccine. 

The coalition includes tech giants such as Microsoft and Oracle, along with the Mayo 

Clinic. Then in March of 2021 the Biden Administration announced they were working 

on vaccine passports so Americans can prove they’ve been inoculated. The Washington 

Post reported at the time, that the Biden Administration was coordinating with multiple 

government agencies in developing a system that would impact many aspects of life. The 

Post, citing five officials who spoke on the condition of anonymity, reported the effort 

has been driven largely by arms of the Department of Health and Human Services, 

including an office devoted to health information technology. This week we learned that 

electronic vaccine passports are quietly being rolled out and red states are participating, 

as Forbes reported. Red States, Blue States, like the pills are their choices, people are 

delusional thinking they are different. Even as the omicron variant loosens its grip on the 

world, destinations continue to require travelers to show proof of vaccination, and, 

increasingly, a paper CDC vaccination card is not cutting it. While the United States 

government has not issued a federal digital vaccine pass, a national standard has 

nevertheless emerged. To date, 21 states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico offer 

accessibility to the SMART Health Card, a verifiable digital proof of vaccination 

developed through the Vaccination Credential Initiative (VCI), a global coalition of 

public and private stakeholders including Microsoft, Salesforce, Oracle, the Mayo Clinic 

and other health and tech heavyweights. Smart means to burn or sting remember. And 

very soon, at least four more states will be rolling out access to SMART Health Cards. 

We’ve seen a notable uptick in states that have officially launched public portals, where 

individuals can get verifiable vaccination credentials in the form of SMART Health 

Cards with a QR code, says Dr. Brian Anderson, co-founder of the VCI and chief digital 

health physician at MITRE. Mitre the name of the hats the church clowns wear in honor 

of off world controllers, how nice. Perhaps QR stands for quite retarded. 

 

Please contact your Senators regarding the following Bills they are trying to pass through 

Parliament and let them know you do not think they are in the best interest of Canadian 

rights and freedoms and represent a further abuse of power: Bill C10 / C11: Media 

censorship bill that would eliminate alternative media Bill C36: Hate speech bill that 
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includes pre-crime and the ability to be taken to court for something you haven't said. 

Vague open language. Bill S-233 Guaranteed Basic income and Social Credit Score 

Zionist Fascism at it's finest. 

 

The first batch of documents uncovered via a Freedom of Information Act request show 

that, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration knew as far back as January 2021 that 

Pfizer’s Wuhan corona virus Covid-19 vaccines were killing people by the thousands, but 

proceeded to authorize them for emergency use anyway. That is a criminal act against we 

the people. Public Health and Medical Professionals for Transparency (PHMPT) filed for 

and released the documents, after the corrupt FDA demanded that it not have to procure 

the “safety” and “efficacy” data, for Pfizer’s Chinese Virus injections until the year 2076. 

It is revealed in this first document dump that as early as February 2021, the FDA had 

already received word that 1,223 people had died from Pfizer’s Covid shots. 

Cumulatively, through 28 February 2021, there was a total of 42,086 case reports, 25,379 

medically confirmed and 16,707 non-medically confirmed containing 158,893 events, the 

documents explain. Most cases 34,762, were received from United States 13,739, United 

Kingdom 13,404, Italy 2,578, Germany 1913, France 1506, Portugal 866 and Spain 756, 

the remaining 7,324 were distributed among 56 other countries. People aged 31-50 fare 

the worst after getting injected with Pfizer. Women appear to suffer far more damage 

from the shots compared to men, according to the data, as do both men and women 

between the ages of 31 and 50. People in the 51-64 years old demographic are next in 

line, followed by the elderly and younger people between the ages of 18-30. The greatest 

number of adverse events were general disorders at the administration site of the 

injections, followed by nervous system disorders, musculoskeletal and connective tissue 

disorders, respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal disorders; infections and infestations, 

injury, poisoning and procedural complications and investigations. There is also a section 

in the documents covering adverse events of special interest, that includes anaphylactic 

(allergic) reactions and various cardiovascular events such as cardiac failure, cardiogenic 

shock, myocardial infarction, coronary artery disease, postural orthostatic tachycardia 

syndrome, stress cardiomyopathy and tachycardia. Also included, dermatological, 

hematological and hepatic reactions, as well as facial paralysis, autoimmune disease, 

neurological problems and various infections such as herpes. The FDA wrote in this 

report that all of this is normal and consistent with the known safety profile of the 

vaccine. Review of the available data for this cumulative PM experience, confirms a 

favorable benefit: risk balance for BNT162b2, the FDA further wrote, BNT152b2 being 

the serial number, if you will, for the Pfizer shot. In the good old days, the courts 

considered hiding or destroying evidence an admission of guilt, wrote one commenter 

about the FDA’s attempt at hiding this information, until most of the people alive today 

are dead in 55 years. FDA translation: we are covering up our evil depopulation agenda, 

which is a con so we can make billions out of this with no accountability for crimes 

against humanity, and we don’t care about who lives or dies as long as it suits agendas at 
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all costs, wrote another. It’s a business deal so we’re going to pass it and find out years 

later, what’s really in it while we screw with you further. If people really wish to protest, 

then the FDA and Pfizer establishments is it, not puppet Governments. These are the 

organization who run the Government, despite the FDA not being a Government entity. 

 

UKRAINE: Fox News had some alleged Ukrainian on an interview and she said. This is 

not new for us we have been fighting Putin for the past 8 years. We in the Ukraine are not 

only fighting for Ukraine we fight for this new world order for the Democratic countries, 

oh dear.  

 

Ukraine's National Guard says that in meeting last year the UK military agreed to start 

training its forces, which include a thousand-strong neo-Nazi unit. The UK Ministry of 

Defence disputes the claim. Details and photos of the meeting in the capital, Kyiv, were 

posted in Ukrainian on the website of Ukraine's National Guard last year. Declassified 

understands the UK Ministry of Defence believed the September 2021 meeting to be 

private and should not have been publicized. There is no mention of the meeting in any 

UK records that are publicly available. Three British commanders 

of Operation Orbital, the UK military's training mission in Ukraine are pictured alongside 

three NGU officers, they sit around a table taking notes. The MoD refused to give 

Declassified the names of the UK personnel who attended the meeting, citing operational 

and personnel security issues. However, the NGU report names Lt Col Andy Cox, deputy 

commander of Orbital, while two other British officers are pictured, one with his name 

tag prominently displayed. Orbital, which was launched in 2015, has so far only trained 

Ukraine's regular armed forces. Expanding it to include the National Guard would be 

controversial, due to sensitivities around the far-right sympathies of some of its units. The 

NGU was formed in 2014 to incorporate an array of paramilitary and volunteer 

battalions, which were fighting pro-Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine. This included 

a neo-Nazi unit, the Azov Battalion, which reportedly has a thousand soldiers. Now an 

official regiment within the NGU, and therefore part of Ukraine's Ministry of Internal 

Affairs, Azov fighters have been pictured in eastern Ukraine with Nazi insignia such as 

swastikas and SS runes on their helmets. Black Sun and Black Eagle members then, not 

German Nazis. The battalion's founder has said that Ukraine should lead the white races 

of the world in a final crusade, against Semite-led Untermenschen which means 

subhumans. But given the President and Prime Minister are both Jewish, how are these 

alleged Nazis even allowed? or are they part of the disinformation campaign? This smells 

of pro pagan da to me, reverse psychology programs. The NGU report quotes Lt Col Cox 

as promising. The British military is ready to involve representatives of the National 

Guard of Ukraine in the training activities being conducted today, for units of the Armed 

Forces of Ukraine to develop their combat capabilities. We are currently considering 

training with the National Guard of Ukraine on defence operations and the work of staff 

officers. We will start this work with the inclusion of NGU representatives in the training 
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activities, that are already being conducted by British instructors in some units of the 

Armed Forces of Ukraine. But the MoD told Declassified it has no plans to start training 

the NGU and that Cox was misquoted, probably due to a translation error, yeah right. An 

MoD spokesperson told Declassified: The UK does not conduct training with the 

National Guard of Ukraine. This meeting was a routine engagement between personnel 

deployed on Operation Orbital, and a government organization in Ukraine to improve 

mutual understanding. Except in the meeting that had a picture taken, British Military 

where sitting at the table with the National Guard pro pagan da Nazis. Unless of course it 

is not the British training them, but the CIA? I thought the Nazis where the bad guys? his 

story has been found out again. 

 

The Secretary General of the United Nations has declared that Ukraine has not applied 

for registration of borders since 1991, so the state of Ukraine does not exist and we don't 

know anything about it! 07.04.2014 UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon made an 

astonishing statement, the distribution of which is forbidden in Ukrainian media and on 

the Internet. At the meeting of the UN Security Council the conflict between the two 

states was raised, and the following conclusion was drawn from it. Ukraine has not 

registered its borders since 25.12.1991, the registration of Ukraine's borders as a 

sovereign state has not taken place in the UN. Therefore, it can be assumed that Russia 

does not commit any violations with regard to Ukraine. According to the CIS treaty, the 

territory of Ukraine is an administrative district of the USSR, therefore, no one can be 

blamed for separatism and forcible change of Ukraine's borders. According to 

international law, the country simply does not have officially recognized borders. To 

solve this problem, Ukraine must finalize the border demarcation with neighboring 

countries and obtain the consent of neighboring countries, including Russia, to their 

common border. It is necessary to document everything and sign agreements with all 

neighboring countries. The European Union has pledged its support to Ukraine on this 

important issue, and has decided to provide all the technical assistance. But will Russia 

sign a border treaty with Ukraine? No, of course not! Since Russia is the legal successor 

of the USSR, this is confirmed by the decisions of international courts on property 

disputes between the former USSR and foreign countries, the territories on which 

Ukraine, Belarus and Novorossiya are located belong to Russia, and no one has the right 

to dispose of this territory without Russia's consent. Basically, all Russia has to do now is 

declare that this territory is Russian, and that everything that happens in this territory is 

an internal Russian affair. Any interference is considered a measure against Russia. On 

this basis, they can cancel the May 25, 2014 elections and do what the people want! 

According to the Budapest Memorandum and other agreements, there are no borders of 

Ukraine. The state of Ukraine does not exist and has never existed!. A fairly 

extraordinary story, but this is what happens with the Juntas of going into countries and 

dividing them up, for their control, usually in connection with underground resources. In 

the clowns world there are no countries, and people have to understand that, just regions 
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to be taken over and raped. Then they draw boundaries, fake lines on a piece of paper and 

declare it something else. The country known as Russia, once went 2/3 across Europe, 

none of it was done by conquest or coercion, it was all Rus land. But look at it now, all 

the istan countries, Belarus, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Georgia, Azerbajan and even 

Poland all raped and divided into fake countries for the dark forces purposes. 

Czechoslovakia split into two, Yugoslavia also, fake country called Moldova another of 

the division game. It only ends when the people stopping fighting each other and stop 

fighting for their countries, which is Patriotism which is Fascism, and come together and 

protect all the people, not fake lines on a piece of paper called a map. What are they 

mapping? the answer is us, think different. 

 

The President of Ukraine is Zelensky, he is Jewish for a start, does anyone ask why a 

Jewish person is running that country? It is not anti Semitic to say so, because can you 

imagine Israel ever appointing a non Jew as their leader? or in their cabinet? not in a 

million years. So, why are they allowed to appoint their people everywhere and not in 

their own country, is that not racist? anti multi-cultural? Zelensky is a hired puppet of the 

CIA, interned to facilitate the rape and pillaging of Ukraine by the Jewish Banking Cabal 

that rules the United States and the EU. He has overseen the installation of 5 bio-labs, 

control of the gas pipelines with kickbacks to multiple corrupt US/EU players, and 

money laundering on an epic scale. Zelensky is a former comedian, he still is as their fake 

leader, only the laugh is on the people of Ukraine. Zelenskyy was noted to have been the 

first Jewish President of Ukraine, and with Volodymyr Groysman as Prime Minister, 

Ukraine was the second country to have both a Jewish President and Prime Minister. 

 

On 24 March 2021, Zelenskyy signed the Decree 117/2021 approving the strategy for de-

occupation and reintegration of the temporarily occupied territory, of the Autonomous 

Republic of Crimea and the city of Sevastopol. Is that not a coup? so who is the pusher of 

war here? In April 2021, Zelenskyy met Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, 

another CIA and NATO puppet. President Volodymyr Zelenskyy engaged in high-level 

talks and commitments with U.S. President Joe Biden, the U.S. Secretary of 

Defense Lloyd Austin, the U.S. Secretary of Energy Jennifer Granholm, and the U.S. 

Secretary of State Antony Blinken, Blinken born in and born to as well remember. In 

April 2021, in response to Russian military build-up at the Ukrainian borders, Zelenskyy 

spoke to American president Joe Biden and urged NATO members to speed up Ukraine's 

request for membership. The October 2021 Pandora Papers revealed that Zelenskyy and 

his chief aide, Sergey Shefir UK, and the head of the Security Service of Ukraine Ivan 

Bakanov operated a network of offshore companies in the British Virgin Islands, Cyprus, 

and Belize. So, you wonder why Russia moved in? because these clowns have been 

building up coups on countries that don't belong to them. On Thursday last week the 

people of Donbass and Lugansk were setting off fireworks to celebrate their liberation, 

what does that tell you? 
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What will be lost amongst all the rhetoric surrounding Ukraine is. The appointed King of 

the World Macron went to see Putin just prior, was he giving him orders? Again while all 

the noise was over there, Israel quietly signed a bi-lateral agreement with Morocco, next 

stop invade or attack Algeria. 

 

How ironic the island of the Sarmatians now under attack from Russia is called Snake 

Island, which is rumored to have an Israeli bio-lab on. The children of certain countries 

imposed sanctions this week in their typically juvenile way, but what does sanctions 

mean? Sanctions in international diplomacy, by 1900, plural of sanction in the sense of 

part or clause of a law which spells out the penalty for breaking it (1650s). I guess that 

doesn't apply to NATO, CIA, US Military, Israel then, given they have collectively 

broken every rule under their cult. 

 

This was written in the media. President Biden has just abdicated the role of the United 

States as the leader of the free world, with his meek response to Russia's invasion of 

Ukraine. This signals the beginning of the decline of the liberal, democratic way of life in 

the U.S., Western Europe and other parts of the world and the rise of the illiberal, 

autocratic way of life in Russia, China and other countries across the globe. It is as simple 

as that: The East wins and the West loses. Well given it was the media who inserted an 

incoherent 78 year old man into that office, is it a surprise? East wins and West loses, 

what type of child level rhetoric is that? in war, everyone loses, none moreso than the 

people and the truth. Ridiculous statement to make. In case the media haven't noticed in 

the past 100+ year domination by the "West", things haven't been all rosy all over the 

world, so why hold onto this "Western" illusion? The world has plunged from one 

disaster to another under the West, do these people not notice these things? East and West 

in their world are two sides of the same coin, and the not so great duality and the illusion 

of choice. 

 

Retired Army Lieutenant General Keith Kellogg made a stunning declaration on Fox 

News, telling anchor John Roberts he thinks that Vladimir Putin has lost this war. I think 

Putin is losing, I think Russia is losing. He’s thrown his first line units against 

Ukrainians, and they’re beating him. Where are all the videos of the fighting? which 

could then provide proof Mr. Kellogg? Personally I think this man is off his cornflakes. 

But, where they have lost is in this next piece. What has struck me is the speed at which 

the world turned against Putin and Russia. What this proves is, the Rothschild's still 

control most of the world's media. Promoting utter bullshit and one sided news, whilst 

banning Russia TV and publications on a variety of platforms, all of which the stupid 

bots swallow up again. Within 3 days of the invasion all sporting events contained flags 

supporting Ukraine, FIFA said Russia can't play football under their flag. An 

extraordinary effort went into alienating Russia, yet again with no facts supplied as to 
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why, just like the Covid jabs. And yet the same world sat by when the American Military 

junta marched in 5 dozens countries, and Israel bombs or interferes in every country, and 

the CIA interfering with 81 elections. Whilst they are losing or have indeed lost the 

Covid narrative, they clearly have won this one heavily. If only the world had gone 

against them and their private army NATO, this whole event would never have unfolded. 

Is Putin playing the new Hitler role in this giant theater of operations? The boogeyman 

bad guy that allowed the clowns a distraction from the Covid disaster? If this war was as 

real as they state, where is the app for tracking the safety of the Ukrainians? where is the 

app for a free passport to cross borders for safety? Where are the Government directives 

of how to counter the war? Ministers coming out and telling the public to social distance 

Russians? Where is the directive to lockdown during the war? When will they have the 

anti war vaccine ready? will it be safer than the diplomatic form of immunity? In 2019 

going into 2020 the world and it's people lost their masks of illusion, since then their 

world have done everything to restore the masks via fear, pro pagan da, scarcity, 

pandemics and now war. The world lost their mask and it revealed the ugly I said it 

would, but they are going around now masking everything in sight with duck tape. It 

looks like a duck, squawks and quacks like a duck, waddles along like an Egyptian duck, 

then by assumption and logic it is a duck. But you know sometimes words have two 

meanings, indeed. What we need to know in our world is, to duck their utter bullshit and 

observe not absorb, and strive on towards a better future for us all. 

 

The Western sanctions took place this week and Russian businessmen connected to Putin, 

so I went through the list. Mikhail Fridman a Russian banker has had sanctions and 

restrictions placed on him for being connected to Putin. Petr Aven Russian oilgarch has 

had sanctions and restrictions placed on him for being connected to Putin. Roman 

Abramovich soccer club owner and businessman has had sanctions and restrictions 

placed on him for being connected to Putin. Arkady, Igor and Boris Rotenberg have all 

had sanctions and restrictions placed on him for being connected to Putin. Victor 

Vekelsberg has had sanctions and restrictions placed on him for being connected to Putin. 

All placed on restrictions and all of them born to Jewish parents. Russian my ass. I know 

there are Jewish on both sides of the factions war, but after Tuesday's show is there 

another group just here to harvest all the EL-ite money people? 

 

EXPOSE: This is a 2019 report from the website in defense of humanity and written by 

David DeGraw. I have done a number of pieces on Military waste, and they are a waste 

in and of itself, that provides no benefits for the American people, only sacrifice in terms 

of bodies, health, debt and our standing around the world. He goes deeper into the 

massive waste and criminality of the Department of Defense, this will be a two part 

series, and we will have the follow up next week. While trillions of dollars in military 

spending have gone unaccounted for, a record number of Pentagon whistleblowers have 

been retaliated against and silenced. As you will read throughout this report, the chain of 
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accountability has been effectively dismantled. Department of Defense and Intelligence 

Community Inspector Generals, have been caught covering-up whistleblower reprisal 

cases and shutting down investigations. Prominent government insiders are speaking out, 

and many vital Inspector General positions have been vacated under scandalous 

circumstances. To make matters even worse, the C.I.A. was caught illegally and 

unconstitutionally surveilling Congress, to interfere with whistleblower communications 

and investigations. No surprise there, is there anything they don't interfere in? CIAKARS 

looks more and more likely, particularly after Tuesday's show. Meanwhile, political 

bribery and the revolving door corruption have reached all-time highs.  Since the Office 

of the Inspector General (OIG) first began reporting what is now over $21 trillion in 

unaccounted for spending, 12,727 government officials have gone through the revolving 

door with Global Military companies.  I reported $23.5T back in 2020 and so it is 

increasing. In the latest example, after spending 30-years at Boeing, Patrick Shanahan 

recently took over as acting Defense Secretary and is now in charge of military spending. 

Not surprisingly, the Pentagon has missed their deadline, and is yet to brief Congress on 

their failed first-ever full-scope audit. As an initial audit found, financial management is 

so weak that its leaders and oversight bodies, have no reliable way to track the huge sums 

of tax money it's responsible for. Thus far, the only significant change to come out of the 

audit: Pentagon accounting fraud has now been legalized. According to people who spent 

their careers working for the Defense Finance and Accounting Service, the books are 

cooked as Standard Operating Procedure. There are thousands of accounting and 

financing operations throughout the Pentagon. No one even knows how many there are, 

let alone how much money is being spent. Numerous government investigations, audits 

and reports have revealed many critical, wide-ranging accounting problems, which have 

been known for years, yet have never been fixed. There are hundreds of unimplemented 

solutions, which could save U.S. taxpayers tens of billions of dollars annually. I tried to 

get the Trustee to cut their funding off until they sorted out their mess, she didn't listen 

again. The only way to deal with these criminals is to cut off their energy, which is 

funding. 

 

KEY FINDINGS: 1. Record number of whistleblowers retaliated against and silenced, as 

trillions of dollars unaccounted for. When it comes to reporting corruption, potential 

whistleblowers know that the chain of accountability has been effectively dismantled. 

Investigations clearly prove that the process established under PPD-19 the Protecting 

Whistleblowers with Access to Classified Information’ directive is failing. As PEN 

America reported, Today the structural integrity of these internal channels appears 

increasingly shaky. Whistleblowers face three abysmal choices, use the internal channels 

and risk career suicide, go to the media and face potential jail time, or stay silent in the 

face of waste, fraud, abuse, illegality, or threats to our democracy. What a set of choices 

they are, but where is the Congress in all of this? criminally passing their budget each 

year, and even increasing it, whilst this level of skullduggery and crimes runs rampant. 
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Even with such tremendous risk involved, a record numbers of whistleblowers have still 

attempted to come forward using the proper internal channels, only to be retaliated 

against and silenced. According to a Government Accountability Office (GAO) report, 

over 1000 whistleblowers have been retaliated against and silenced at the Office of the 

Department of Defense Inspector General. Over a three-year period, the DoD IG closed 

1094 whistleblower retaliation cases without investigating them. A stunning 91% of 

whistleblower reprisal complaints formally filed at the DoD IG are shutdown without any 

investigation. On average, one whistleblower is retaliated against and silenced at the DoD 

IG every single day, 365 days a year. Over the time frame that the GAO investigated, 

DoD audits reported $6.87 trillion unaccounted for. According to publicly available data 

from the DoD IG’s semi-annual reports to Congress, from April 1, 2012 to March 31, 

2016, they dismissed 86% of Military Reprisal cases, and found in favor of 

whistleblowers in only 0.9% of cases. Citing that data, the Project on Government 

Oversight (POGO) said the DoD IG substantiated only 7 out of over 1,300 complaints 

received. Over that time frame, DoD audits reported $8.58 trillion unaccounted for. The 

GAO report also reveals that the majority of whistleblower complaints came from Army 

personnel, over a time frame when DoD audits reported $6.5 trillion unaccounted for 

within the Army General Fund. As the GAO report states: Among these whistleblower 

complaints, civilians and contractors or subcontractors affiliated with the Army made the 

highest number of complaints, with 304. A Congressional Investigation Committee 

should reopen these cases, which were shutdown without any investigation. Kudos to all 

who came forward, they should all be commended and given a proper badge for 

supporting the truth and the people, not be giving badges out for killing people. 

 

2. Department of Defense Inspector General caught covering up corruption, altering audit 

reports. As scandalous as the GAO’s findings were, the DoD IG was caught manipulating 

case records to cover-up their whistleblower reprisal track record, which had a significant 

impact on the GAO’s findings. Therefore, the situation for whistleblowers at the DoD IG 

is even worse than the GAO’s report revealed. Former assistant DoD IG John Crane, who 

was also retaliated against and fired under scandalous circumstances, has said, key 

officials retaliated against whistleblowers, destroyed permanent records and altered audits 

under political pressure. Political pressure? from whom we are entitled to ask, because it 

is certainly not the Government clowns. In Congressional Testimony, the Project on 

Government Oversight (POGO) said, they have also heard directly from whistleblowers 

within DoD IG. Who have expressed serious concerns about the integrity of the office’s 

processes and investigations, including pressure to back-fill whistleblower case files for 

the GAO’s review. It is extremely rare to have whistleblowers from an IG shop come 

forward, but in this case we have a number of them. POGO also found instances where 

the DoD IG sent whistleblower reprisal cases to offices, where the likelihood of 

retaliation was high. Whistleblowers felt the IG needlessly exposed them to additional 

retaliation, and had they known the IG was going to refer their disclosures they would 
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have chosen to withdraw their complaints. POGO's Recommendations to Congress: 

Investigate and consider for removal any senior officials found to have illegally destroyed 

evidence in whistleblower or other case files, improperly instructed employees to back-

fill cases, or otherwise interfered with the independence and integrity of investigations. 

Request a GAO or outside IG audit of the DoD IG’s reprisal investigations to ensure that 

investigators’ decisions to dismiss, investigate, and substantiate reprisals are proper, and 

based on the legal requirements for examining any evidence presented. In Conclusion: 

Whistleblowers who report concerns that affect our national security must be lauded, not 

shunned or, worse, harmed, and the law must protect them. The perceived and real 

failures of the DoD IG to act as a check on violations of law should be of grave concern. 

Indeed these operators care not of the law, they are a law unto themselves, and it is time 

all people see though the illusions presented by the war offices globally. 

 

3. Intelligence Community whistleblowers retaliated against, cover-up attempts reported, 

key Officials wrongfully fired, honest Inspectors flee, prominent insiders speak out and 

say, there is no oversight. When it comes to cases of retaliation against whistleblowers, 

the Office of the Intelligence Community Inspector General (IC IG), appears to have an 

even worse track record than the DoD IG. An internal review of 190 whistleblower 

reprisal cases from six national security agencies, revealed that the IC IG ruled in favor of 

only one whistleblower. The IC IG ruled against 99% of intelligence community 

employees who claimed they were retaliated against for blowing the whistle. As the 

internal review was nearing completion, it was abruptly shutdown when the new acting 

head IC IG Wayne Stone, sequestered the mountain of documents and data produced in 

the inspection, the product of three staff-years of work. The incident was never publicly 

disclosed by the office, and escaped mention in the unclassified version of the IC IG’s 

semiannual report to Congress. POGO got a leaked copy of an inspection report, which 

summarized the situation by saying, a complainant alleging reprisal for making a 

protected disclosure, has a minimal chance to have a complaint processed and 

adjudicated in a timely and complete manner. Its conclusion is stark: The deficiencies in 

reprisal protections policies, procedures, and standards in the evaluated agencies, are 

causing a failure to provide reprisal protections for individuals making protected 

disclosures. Overall, the document produced by the Intelligence Community's IG, which 

covers 17 U.S. spy agencies, found that many components are not following, legally 

mandated policies, procedures and standards. Causing non-substantiation of reprisal 

claims, incomplete investigations, and for complaints not to be processed. No surprise 

there, and yet no one has asked why we need 17 spy agencies in the first place. We only 

need 3, domestic, International and Cyber and that is it. That solution alone when 

implemented would save billions of dollars a year. 17 agencies and they couldn't prevent 

9/11, the shoe bomber, the Anthrax attacks, the DOS attacks, the grid attacks, shows it 

and they don't work as they portray, unless of course some of them where involved in 

those attacks. As evidence, the document reports that the Intelligence Community IG 
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substantiated, only one reprisal allegation during a six-year period, stretching from fiscal 

year 2010 through fiscal year 2016, and that case took 742 days to complete, well beyond 

the 240-day limit prescribed in regulation. To make matters even worse, Dan Meyer, the 

Head of Whistleblowing and Source Protection at the IC IG was abruptly fired last year 

under scandalous circumstances. He was escorted out of the building while his office was 

sealed off with crime-scene tape. The move was widely considered retaliation against 

him for blowing the whistle, on security infractions after raising concerns about a 

systematic failure to implement whistleblower protections. What is clear is, there are no 

whistleblower protections, just another net with which to trap you, and subsequently keep 

you in line. Senators Chuck Grassley (R-IA) and Ron Wyden (D-OR) said Meyer was 

terminated in a process marked by procedural irregularities and serious conflicts of 

interest, while the IC IG's acting leadership demonstrated a lack of support for the critical 

whistleblower protection mission of the office. At the DIA Inspector General's Office 

(DIA IG), Ron Foster, former head of investigations, and David Steele, a 40-year military 

and intelligence veteran, blew the whistle on Kristi Waschull, the head DIA IG. In 2016, 

a Congressional investigation was carried out into allegations by as many as 50 DIA 

analysts, that their reports about the Islamic State were being deliberately tweaked by 

officials at the US Central Command, the Pentagon body that directs and coordinates 

American military operations in Egypt, the Middle East and Central Asia. We know at 

whose request that was, the Israeli junta again. They reported that she repeatedly asked 

them, to lie and change investigative reports about problems and crimes within the 

agency. They also reported that she limited the flow of published reports, and retaliated 

against them and several colleagues. Foster, Steele and a staff director were fired from 

the DIA IG without warning, and most of their co-workers have now left as well. 

Waschull like Avril Haynes and many others, dispels the myth that women placed in 

power and things will dramatically change for the better, they clearly don't. They said 

that when a black man was in charge it would get better, Barack Obama showed that, that 

was also a myth. It is not about the personalities or which group they come from, it is the 

system that is corrupt and needs to be changed. As Foreign Policy reported: Almost 

everyone who once worked for Steele in the Office of the Inspector General has fled the 

agency, or is looking to leave, an exodus he attributes to the toxic atmosphere created by 

the official in charge. There is no oversight, Steele said, and whistleblower protection 

laws assume the Inspector Generals are the good guys. What happens when your 

Inspector General is a bad guy? The DIA IG hasn't published the results of any new 

investigations, and if the systemic issues remain unaddressed or ignored by the agency, it 

could lead to an intelligence community-wide vulnerability. The Inspector General is 

incapable of policing itself, he said, but who's watching the watchers? Indeed, who are 

the "watchers" is the greater question and what is their role in it? Former NSA Inspector 

General George Ellard was fired for retaliating against a whistleblower who reported 

wasteful spending of taxpayer money. However, Defense Secretary Jim Mattis stepped in 

and shockingly reversed his termination. The Pentagon offered no explanation as to why 
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Mattis chose to overrule the IG External Review Panel and NSA's current director. Now 

you know why I did the word play song on General Mattis, another of the Alt Media 

good guys connected with Q and Trump, Generals gathered in the Mattis, just like 

witches at black masses. But the message is abundantly clear, if you work in Pentagon 

management and retaliate against a whistleblower, there's a good chance you'll keep your 

job. Unfortunately, the Ellard case is not unique within the Pentagon, as a series of these 

cases demonstrate, when the internal watchdog function breaks down at the Defense 

Department, not only are taxpayers ripped off, but intelligence failures costing the lives 

of thousands of Americans can result.  

 

4. C.I.A. caught illegally, unconstitutionally spying on Congress, using National Security 

Classification to cover-up corruption, routinely retaliating against investigators and 

whistleblowers. No surprise there is it? the classic often repeated in this show about their 

use of the National Security Act to cover up crimes and criminality. The CIA has been 

illegally, unconstitutionally spying on Congress in their investigations and 

communications with whistleblowers, according to a new partially declassified report. 

Thanks to information recently released by the Senate Judiciary Committee, we now have 

fresh, incontrovertible evidence that elements of the Intelligence Community (IC), have 

monitored the communications of employees or contractors seeking to report waste, 

fraud, abuse or potential criminal conduct by IC agencies, including communications to 

House and Senate committees charged with oversight of the IC. Based on the available 

public evidence, we also know that nobody in the IC responsible for such domestic 

spying on Congress and whistleblowers, has lost their job or faced a criminal referral to 

the Justice Department. The implications of this are multiple and chilling. The fact that 

the CIA, was reading congressional staff's emails about Intelligence Community 

whistleblowers raises serious policy concerns, as well as potential constitutional 

separation-of-powers issues that must be discussed publicly, said Senator Grassley. They 

should have been shut down over the Church affairs in the early 1960's. Jonathan Kaplan, 

a 33-year veteran investigator at the CIA IG is one of several whistleblowers to file 

complaints against Christopher Sharpley, the CIA's former acting head IG and Trump's 

nominee to be permanent head IG. Kaplan said he was retaliated against because of his 

legally protected communications with the Senate and House Committees on 

Intelligence, and with the Intelligence Community's Office of the Inspector General. 

Kaplan says he had gone to the Committees and others with a concern that the CIA IG's 

investigative and oversight capabilities were being compromised. Soon after, he said, 

retaliators including Sharpley placed false and derogatory information in his personal 

security file at the Agency, leading to the loss of his security clearance, rendering his 

continued CIA employment untenable. Mr. Sharpley condoned retaliatory actions against 

CIA employees including me, indicating that ethical and professional standards are not 

being met, Kaplan said. Sharpley is named in at least three open whistleblower retaliation 

cases. He first sparked controversy when he deleted the agency's only copy of a 
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controversial Senate report, documenting the CIA's history of using interrogation 

techniques involving torture, at the request of Avril Haines no doubt. As The Hill 

reported, both the electronic copy and a hard disk were destroyed. In an interesting 

coincidence, the CIA was also caught illegally spying on Congress and violating the 

Constitution when Congress was creating that very same Torture Report. As Senator 

Mark Udall summed it up, the CIA unconstitutionally spied on Congress by hacking into 

Senate intelligence committee computers. If they can hack into the alleged secure 

computers in Government, imagine what they do to the peoples computers? This grave 

misconduct is not only illegal, but it violates the US constitution's requirement of 

separation of powers. These offenses, along with other errors in judgment by some at the 

CIA, demonstrate a tremendous failure of leadership and there must be consequences. 

Many IC IG investigators have spoken out about Sharpley's corrupt actions. Roughly ten 

or more complaints were brought to an Equal Employment Opportunity Commission unit 

inside the CIA, to consider evidence of workplace violations. A few memos cite a hostile 

work environment, and abruptly relieving certain managers and investigators of 

substantive investigative case work. A CIA employee memo cites actions featuring an 

element of cruelty and malice by IG management, as sweeping changes were imposed on 

a group of veteran investigators. Another memo says, The reorganization is the latest in a 

series of intimidating and bullying tactics, employed to move out current INV 

(investigation division) staff. One member of the INV staff told POGO that Sharpley was 

the office enforcer. Another memo describes an occasion when Sharpley and a colleague 

summarily disbanded an INV unit, as its four senior staffers were told to join a newly-

created group to investigate leaks. There is only one problem, the memo goes on to say, 

this OIG has no ongoing leak investigations. So, these senior special agents and managers 

hardly have any meaningful reasons to show up to work, except for preserving their 

spaces, until they are graciously ushered out the door by Buckley and/or Sharpley. 

Another memo accuses CIA IG management of misuse of position, abuse of resources, 

including unnecessary use of IG subpoenas, corruption, waste of taxpayer funds, and 

more. These are the very elements that an IG is expected to prevent and protect the 

Agency against. In that context, Sharpley’s alleged acts of retaliation form part of a 

broader pattern plaguing America’s spy agencies. A Pro Publica report on Sharpley 

misleading Congress at his nomination hearing features several shocking quotes: The 

CIA whistleblowers who suffered reprisal were trying to report some really serious 

criminal activity within the inspector general's office, the fabrication of evidence in a 

criminal case where the people who did it were never punished, said John Tye, an 

attorney for CIA IG whistleblowers. The situation within CIA OIG is a systemic mission 

failure that must be corrected, said former CIA IG Special Agent Investigator turned 

whistleblower Andrew Bakaj. As Patrick Eddington from the Cato Institute summed it 

up: Why has Warner, a ranking member on the Senate Intelligence Committee who is 

clearly aware of the gravity of these issues, not prioritized them like he has the Russia 

investigation? Why did Grassley dither for years in the Meyer case, when he had a legal 
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sledgehammer to cut off the salaries of out-of-control CIA bureaucrats, spying on 

whistleblowers trying to convey their concerns to Congress? There's a world of 

difference between the kind of feckless, press-cycle oversight practiced by Grassley and 

Warner, and the kind of accountability-driven action that should be the hallmark of the 

committees on which both serve. Grassley, Warner, and their Senate and House 

colleagues have, thanks to the country's founders, ample Article I power to aggressively 

protect IC whistleblowers and punish their bureaucrat retaliators. That they choose not to 

is precisely why the fraud, waste, corruption and criminal conduct in the IC continues 

apace. 

 

5. First ever full scope audit failed, no Congressional Briefing, accounting Fraud 

legalized: In December 2018, the Pentagon failed its first-ever full-scope audit, a massive 

effort that was continually put off since it was first called for in a 1990 law. They have 

now fallen behind schedule in fixing issues raised by the audit. According to its most 

recent published timeline for completing the audit, the department was due to brief 

Congress on the findings and the status of its corrective action plan in January 2019, that 

briefing has not happened. Based on the limited information that was released, 16 

Pentagon agencies failed their audits. The audits found glaring shortcomings in the 

Department's management of its IT systems, and overall the Department did not have the 

necessary tracking systems to fully keep tabs on money flowing in and out. A report 

summarizing Ernst & Young's initial Defense Logistics audit said: across the board, its 

financial management is so weak that, its leaders and oversight bodies have no reliable 

way to track the huge sums of tax money it's responsible for, the firm warned in its initial 

audit, as the auditors found, the agency often has little solid evidence for where much of 

that money is going. Just wow, what a staggering indictment of not only Military, but the 

Government and Agencies as well. The fraud is large enough, but imagine the sheer cost 

of just these cover ups is costing? All paid for by we the people, and for what benefit? 

zero. 

 

OTHER & PROGRAMS PIECES: Family advocates are up in arms against a new 

guideline issued by the Scottish government which they say promotes, or at least 

condones underage sex among children as young as 13, local media reported on Sunday. 

The policy states that if a young person is in a safe and mutually respectful relationship, 

police, teachers and social workers should maintain confidentiality, and should not be 

telling Mom and Dad. However, the age of consent in Scotland is 16, meaning that no 

matter how safe and respectful a child’s relationship may be, it technically could be 

outside the law. More sexualization of the children to promote their pedophile and 

Talmudic agendas. The whole of Scotland needs to call this out, and stop their spread of 

filth. 
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US actor Rockmond Dunbar is suing the makers of TV drama 9-1-1, saying he was fired 

after claiming exemption from having a Covid-19 vaccination. Dunbar played Michael in 

seasons 1-5 of the police show. 911 program and 1 through V the five, cohencidence? He 

says he was denied medical and religious exemptions and faced racial discrimination 

when 20th Television stipulated actors had to be vaccinated. The Disney-owned company 

says it complied with its legal obligations and denied making decisions based on race. He 

requested exemptions based on his beliefs as a member of the Church of Universal 

Wisdom and an undisclosed disability, according to his legal case. He claims he was 

refused permission to remain unvaccinated while other cast and crew members, of whom 

none sought a religious exemption and none who were Black were granted exemptions. It 

is not about being black or any other color, although the push for it in predominantly 

white nations has been duly noted. Making it a racial issue is deflecting what is going on, 

on a much wider scale, so quit with your narrow minded programs and learn to see the 

bigger picture. 

 

More word salad bs'ery mired in programs of division, agenda driven garbage that not 

only causes division, but distraction and hatred. Last month, Canadian Prime Minster 

Justin Trudeau humiliated himself attempting to rattle off LGBTQ2+. which apparently 

was the new iteration of LGBTQ, which at one time was the new iteration of LGBT, 

which at one time was the new iteration of LGB. This past week, Trudeau took to Twitter 

to raise awareness of the Sisters in Spirit vigil, honoring a specific subset of women who 

are missing or have been murdered. This particular subset of women according to 

Trudeau’s tweet included Indigenous women, which is ironic since the Canadian 

Government, the British Royals and the RCMP have been covering that up for decades. 

Other groups were girls, and wait for it 2SLGBTQQIA+ people. (M) what in the name of 

Satan's portion is that all about? Have these people lost their minds totally? the crown of 

creation collecting labels which are branding themselves with the most ridiculous titles 

ever. Do these people not get they are devolving themselves? your sexuality is nobody 

else's business, unless of course you are an exhibitionist. So what do the labels stand for 

now? 2S is for people who identify as Two-spirit which apparently is people who have 

both male and female spirits. No it means you are host possessed. LGBT is Lesbian, Gay, 

Bisexual, Transgender. Q and Q stand for Queer and Questioning. Which ironic as queer 

was considered hate speech against these people, yet now they use it? Same as the blacks 

with the nigger word, yet many still call each other nigger, it defies belief. I stands for 

Intersex, whatever that is. Apparently it means Intersex people are individuals born with 

any of several sex characteristics,  including chromosome patterns, gonads, 

or genitals that, according to the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for 

Human Rights, do not fit typical binary notions of male or female bodies, so they are 

eunuchs then. Where did the term eunuch come from? it will come as no surprise. 

A eunuch is a man who has been castrated, throughout history, castration often served a 

specific social function. The earliest records for intentional castration to produce eunuchs 
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are from the Sumerian city of Lagash in the 2nd millennium BCE. Over the millennia 

since, they have performed a wide variety of functions in many different 

cultures, courtiers or equivalent domestics, for espionage or clandestine 

operations, castrato singers, concubines, or sexual partners, religious specialists, soldiers, 

royal guards, government officials, and guardians of women or harem servants. Eunuchs 

would usually be servants or slaves who had been castrated to make them reliable 

servants of a royal court, where physical access to the ruler could wield great influence. 

Do these people realize they are being brought back in time for the off world controllers? 

A is for Asexual, or everyone whose sexual identity is no sexual identity, which is a 

eunuch again. And the Plus sign is for the also-rans, everyone whose identity group 

doesn’t get their own letter or number. So, they are hierarchical and divisive then, just as 

I said. If only these people would focus on more important things in life than their 

genitals, labels and status, perhaps their mental status might just improve. 

 

Apartheid was a policy of racial segregation and discrimination that was enforced by the 

white minority government in South Africa against the country's black majority from 

1948 until 1991. Except it was the Jewish minority in the main acting as whites. Three 

main international treaties prohibit apartheid, including the 1973 International 

Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid. The 

convention defines apartheid as inhuman acts, committed for the purpose of establishing 

and maintaining domination by one racial group of persons over, any other racial group 

of persons and systematically oppressing them. Just over 20% of Israel's population of 

9.45 million are Arabs, many of whom self-identify as Palestinians, while 2.9 million 

Palestinians live in the West Bank and East Jerusalem, which Israel occupied in the 1967 

Middle East war. Another 1.9 million Palestinians live in the Gaza Strip, which Israel 

pulled out of in 2005 but the UN still considers to also be occupied. The vast majority of 

Palestinians in the West Bank are governed by the Palestinian Authority, and all of those 

in Gaza by the Palestinian militant Hamas movement. More than 600,000 Jews live in 

about 140 settlements built in the West Bank and East Jerusalem. Most of the 

international community considers the settlements illegal under international law, though 

Israel disputes this. Officially all Israeli citizens have equal rights, regardless of religion 

or race. But Amnesty's report concludes that Israel considers, and treats Palestinians as an 

inferior non-Jewish racial group. Erm they think that all non Jews are inferior beasts, 

when you study their racist religious texts. The segregation is conducted in a systematic 

and highly institutionalized manner through laws, policies and practices, all of which are 

intended to prevent Palestinians from claiming and enjoying equal rights with Jewish 

Israelis. Within the territory of Israel and within the Occupied Palestinian Territories, and 

thus are intended to oppress and dominate the Palestinian people, it says. This has been 

complemented by a legal regime that controls, by negating the rights of Palestinian 

refugees residing outside Israel and the OPT to return to their homes. Palestinians 

displaced by the war which surrounded Israel's creation in 1948-49, as well as their 
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descendants, a number which the UN puts at 5.3 million in total, claim the right to return 

to their former homes. Israel says to do so would demographically overwhelm it and 

threaten its existence. But, their incursions in many other countries including Poland and 

Ukraine has done the very thing they complain of. 

 

Just listen to this utter drivel and their climate change bs. Human activities are one of the 

main causes of greenhouse gas emissions. These increase the earth's temperature and are 

emitted from fossil fuel usage in electricity and other byproducts of manufacturing. Who 

runs both of those industries? the El-ite crew. The major effects of such practices mainly 

consist of climate changes, such as extreme precipitation and the 

acidification and warming of oceans. But, I thought you said the ice is melting at an 

alarming rate, does that not cool the oceans? Climate change has been occurring since the 

start of the Industrial Revolution in the 1820s. Due to humans' heavy reliance on fossil 

fuels, energy usage, and constant deforestation, the amount of greenhouse gas in the 

atmosphere is increasing, which makes reducing a greenhouse gas footprint harder to 

achieve. Again all of those industries are operated by the EL-ites. However, there are 

several ways to reduce one's greenhouse gas footprint, choosing more energy-efficient 

eating habits, using more energy efficient household appliances, increase usage of fuel 

efficient cars, and saving electricity. Energy efficient appliances are more expensive due 

to the EL-ites greed, despite them being in essence no different to the other machines. 

The increase usage of fuel efficient cars, it is the EL-ites who reduced the fuel efficiency 

because they were invested in oil. Saving electricity? with electric cars, does that make 

sense? What produces the electricity? fossil fuels. These people are stupid. 

 

Astral ascension and traveling are spell casting words. You don't go through Mental 

Planes, you are either on it or you are not. ASScension in the astral is to the heaven 

realm, that is astral also, and a trap. Astral is the harvesting of you realm, it brings back 

dis-eases and can trap you in the Etheric, hence many people dying in their sleep. That 

realm is of the extinct beings, demons, trapped entities in hell and the low vibrational 

people. Raise your frequency, develop your soul and escape from the Astral trap. New 

Age has a lot to answer for due to spell casting and various other objects of deceit. Given 

the recent show about Nu, one has to ask is it the New Age or is it NU Age? 

 

I have often spoken about the Governments and their low level in society, how in real 

terms they are not our Government but a corporation. How they are not on the world 

chess board just like us, an almost irrelevance in real terms. I have spoken about how far 

too many people use the Government as their new parents, something for them to lean 

upon as adulthood has not taken hold of them yet, and the Government becomes the new 

parents. People often complain about their Government, and yet fail to see the 

Government is a representation of the people. People don't like me saying that, but it is 

true. How and why is it a representation of the people? because whilst even ignoring the 
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falsity of the election process, once politicians get in, the people do nothing to make them 

accountable. Do nothing to change policies and bills that works against them, don't study 

or pay attention to it, even though their every decisions impact our very lives. People 

always complain after the events, yet are never pro-active before them. But when the 

media state a case, which is almost always faction fighting or the problem, reaction, 

solution game, out they come with their opinions and reactions. But, opinions are like 

assholes, everyone has one, but not everyone wants to smell your ass or assumptions. 

Complaining is one thing, but where are your solutions? you get silence when you ask 

that question or the most ridiculous retort of, the Government are supposed to fix it. (M) 

Seriously, since when have the Government fixed anything for the people? like never, 

have you not worked that out yet? Governments are like the Wizard of Oz, filled with 

characters to delude you, with their promises and magic. Promises are never delivered, 

like change, it does change, only it gets worse. The magic via words and dark sorcery, are 

used with spellbinding accuracy, and yet you still don't see. I have spoken about them 

being puppets, which they are, carrying out a stage show of unimaginable proportions, all 

designed to keep you distracted. A bunch of dancing puppets for the off world and on 

world junta, a global Punch and Judy stage show, being played by the hidden strings cult 

that hides in the shadows. They stayed in the shadows, because the people were 

frightened of the shadows and the truth, but now they are in the open for all to see, and 

what are the people doing? Playing the 3 monkeys can’t see, hear and speak, respectively, 

all because they fear the truth, and so fear life itself. They say there are 3 stages of the 

truth, but these people operate in the thousands of stages of the lie. The Punch and Judy 

show with hidden strings on a global stage, a giant theater production for the offended by 

everything, the do nothings, the no personal responsibility people and the savior based 

peoples. Yet one thing is curious about the original Punch and Judy show is, the violence, 

just like what the Governments and Militaries brings us in alarming regularity, all pushed 

by the string quartet orchestra, known as Intelligence Agency's. Agencies they maybe, 

intelligent they are not. But, what no one noticed in the Punch and Judy show was, Mr. 

Punch and Judy where both violent to each other. A man hitting a woman and that was 

passed off as entertainment, no it was entrainment to be violent to each other. What is 

curious is, no one said anything, the offended by everything brigade would be up in arms 

now if that was a new show. I am amazed the Feminist movement haven't gone to town 

on that yet. What the people don't see is, it is the Government and Military who are really 

up in arms, to the Lockheed Martins, Boeing, Northrop Grummans of this world, and yet 

the people don't see it. Welcome to the house of fun where it is entertainment for people 

to be violent towards each other. Punch and Judy was just replaced by shows like the 

Jerry Springer show, again all staged, but the people sat their glued to their idiot boxes 

waiting for one thing, people to fight each other. In essence it is no different to the 

Gladiator contests, the EL-ites watched on whilst the people killed each other. They 

replaced the Gladiator contest with the Hunger Games series, that was not a movie, it is a 

documentary. 
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Tuesday's show brought much pondering, deep triggering and shocks, and more will 

follow. Now perhaps you understand the green piece I did recently, how it is corrupted 

and a true overlay of deception, of what is known as the Emerald Covenant. Personally I 

don't like the term Covenant due to it's current connotations, but the Emerald Green 

stands. But this got me pondering again, Svetlana mentioned a light she received and how 

it changed her life. The light was green, is that something to do with being part of the 

Emerald Covenant? What the show highlighted is the failure of many to focus on 

ourselves, that has come at great cost to each of us. Thinking they say is the hardest thing 

there is, which is why so few engage it. Tuesday's show proved that we are the treasure, 

yet how many think of themselves in those terms? Wracked with insecurity, low self 

worth and the little me programs, is how those invaders ran roughshod over us all. We 

began to not only fight with each other, but compete with each other in every conceivable 

way, yet where has it got us? If ones main focus is to point out failures of others, or 

continually pass judgement of others, is that not a dereliction of duty to and of the self, if 

it is not balanced of the same of yourself? Soul development for many is too hard, no it is 

not, another illusion they have fed us. But don't go chasing white rabbits they say, and yet 

the white rabbit runs around the greyhound track, and yet you never catch up it. But, this 

brings up defeatism and the lack of, because you never caught the proverbial white rabbit, 

and so you deem yourself as not good enough, that is comparative and competitive, and 

also negative. But, you never stepped back and realized by running after the white rabbit, 

is a triumph in and of itself. You didn't recognize your own progress and process, only 

you never caught the white rabbit. Even the love and light brigade of New Age, did not 

bring us any respite from the bullshit we have all fed and done to each other. At which 

point does it stop and to then take back our planet from these very weak and weakened 

psychopaths? All of us had the call, many didn't hear, so the few stood up to remind them 

and many still didn't want to hear. Some began to hear and then some fell, some went 

further and still fell. That is their free will choice, that we all have in life and lifetimes, 

but given what was revealed on Tuesday, has that served us well? Too many going from 

low self esteem to declaring I am this and I am that, titles, gods etc, talking of it is ego, 

doing it without labeling is balance and internal, not external. Knowing we are the crown 

of creation and celebrating it is ego, acting and being the crown of creation is balance. 

We are the jewels, the crown and the treasure all rolled into one, said to be the ultimate in 

creation, and yet we let a few vastly inferior lizards over take us? Cowardly ones at that 

who won't show their real face. We have to act as well as THInk different. What this 

current war whether Covid or Ukraine amounts to is, basically another Slavic and Rus 

peoples war, with Australia, New Zealand, Britain, France, Germany and Canada under 

Fascist dictatorships, and yet seemingly the rest of the world is untouched. Have you not 

noticed that yet? Throw in the fact that most of the white countries were the most 

prevalent in the genetic alteration jabs, and one, following Tuesday's show has to ponder 

deeply. Thrown in the fact that the factcheckers are mainly in white countries stifling the 
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truth, one has to ponder again. That pondering leaves us with a question that remains, is 

this a war on the whites again? No fears, we have survived worse and still went onto 

prosper.  

 

 


